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ABSTRACT

Most of today’s mobile devices come equipped with both cellular LTE and WiFi wireless radios, making radio bundling (simultaneous data transfers over multiple interfaces) both appealing and practical. Despite recent studies documenting the benefits of radio bundling with MPTCP, many fundamental questions remain about potential gains from radio bundling, or the relationship between performance and energy consumption in these scenarios.

In this study, we seek to answer these questions using extensive measurements to empirically characterize both energy and performance for radio bundling approaches. In doing so, we quantify potential gains of bundling using MPTCP versus an ideal protocol. We study the links between traffic partitioning and bundling performance, and use a novel componentized energy model to quantify the energy consumed by CPUs (and radios) during traffic management. Our results show that MPTCP achieves only a fraction of the total performance gain possible, and that its energy-agnostic design leads to considerable power consumption by the CPU. We conclude that not only there is room for improved bundling performance, but an energy-aware bundling protocol is likely to achieve a much better tradeoff between performance and power consumption.
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C.4 [Performance of Systems]: Measurement techniques, Modeling techniques; C.2.3 [Network Operations]: Network management
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1. INTRODUCTION

Connectivity options for mobile devices have dramatically evolved in the last decade. First, for today’s mobile devices, multiple wireless interfaces e.g. cellular, WiFi and Bluetooth, are the norm, not the exception. Second, cellular LTE is not only widely deployed, but offers peak download rates that match or surpass modern WiFi speeds. In a world of ever-increasing demands for improved network performance, these factors make the concept of radio bundling both practical and highly appealing.

A flow using radio bundling transfers data simultaneously over multiple wireless networks [1, 2, 20, 26, 35, 27], and works best at locations where WiFi and LTE performance is comparable. Today’s mobile data access is dominated by public or outdoor locations, where WiFi cannot match the performance of residential/private environments due to range limitations and uncontrolled contention between public WiFi users. Our own measurements across five US cities show that smartphones’ outdoor WiFi throughput varies significantly between 0.21Mbps and 14.5Mbps, while LTE throughput at the same locations mostly range between 1Mbps to as high as 16Mbps. Another measurement study has shown that the median LTE throughput is 4-5 times higher than that of WiFi while the performance of the 3G family largely lags behind LTE [21].

While it is tempting to draw early conclusions about the efficacy and practicality of radio bundling for mobile devices, many fundamental questions remain. First, what are the performance limits of radio bundling under constraints of realistic environments? What is the maximum benefit that can be provided by bundling on today’s devices, assuming we had an ideal transport protocol to take advantage of available bandwidth? Second, what are the energy costs of achieving that performance gain, given the increasing power demands of today’s mobile applications? What role, if any, does traffic management and the CPU play in the energy profile of radio bundling protocols? Answers to these fundamental questions will shed light on the true relationship between energy consumption and bundling performance, and enable us not only to understand the performance and energy profile of current protocols, but to predict the behavior of future protocols.

The goals of our work sets it apart from prior work in several ways. First, where we seek to understand the fundamental limits of radio bundling, prior work on radio bundling consistently rely on experiments with MPTCP [31] as the default transport protocol. These studies provide a single data point in the performance vs. energy tradeoff space. And since MPTCP was not designed for wireless interfaces or considering energy constraints, these results often underestimate the potential benefits of bundling. Second, we seek to build a detailed and accurate componentized energy model for mobile devices, which would allow us to attribute energy consumption to specific components like the CPU. This is critical to a true understanding of the CPU’s role in energy consumption in bundling scenarios. Finally, given the close relationship between energy consumption and performance, we consider it critical to characterize energy and performance on full protocol implementations on actual mobile devices.

Measurement Methodology. Our measurement study includes three key steps. First, we instrumented multiple LTE-capable An-
droid smartphones to operate simultaneously on both LTE and WiFi networks, and developed an Android application that enables data transfers using bundling. We performed measurements at 63 outdoor locations in 5 US cities, characterizing energy and network performance for both radio bundling and single radio methods. Second, for both bundling and single radio methods, we developed accurate power models to characterize total and individual contributions of both the dual-core CPU and network interfaces (WiFi and LTE). Finally, we performed detailed analysis to identify critical issues in implementing smartphone radio bundling, e.g., traffic partitioning. We also implemented and compared a protocol-level solution (MPTCP [31]) against an application-level solution on both energy and network performance.

We summarize our key findings below.

- **Performance**: We empirically characterize energy and performance of radio bundling protocols in the wild, and compare two different bundling implementations (optional bundling that maximizes throughput and MPTCP). Bundling always outperforms single radio access methods (e.g., best radio, radio switching) in network throughput. More importantly, performance gain varies significantly across different RF environment conditions, and is sensitive to the relative throughput between WiFi and LTE links.

- **Energy Consumption**: We provide the first detailed power model on radio bundling that characterizes contributions of individual components (dual-core CPU and two radio interfaces). Bundling dual radios increases instantaneous power draw, but total energy is lowered by reduction in transfer times. More importantly, we show that the CPU can be a key contributor to energy consumption, and must be carefully considered in any energy-aware bundling solution. When modeling energy consumption in bundling protocols, our energy profiler achieves <8% error rate, compared to 17% in the state of the art [23].

- **Performance vs. Energy Tradeoff**: Finally, our measurements and analysis show that performance gains from bundling are heavily dependent on traffic partitioning algorithms, and naive approaches can actually perform worse than single radio operations. Most importantly, MPTCP achieves only between 40%-85% of the total gains possible from bundling, and incurs a considerable energy cost in its CPU utilization. Clearly, there is both a need and an opportunity to design an energy-aware radio bundling protocol with an improved energy-performance tradeoff.

**Limitations and Future Work.** Our measurement study has several limitations that we plan to address in future work. First, because bundling is rarely used today, we only study its performance from a single user perspective without considering its network-level impact in case of wide adoption. We believe that our results can stimulate development and adoption of bundling systems, and build the groundwork for studies of network impact. Second, we did not consider network service costs, which can affect a user’s decision on bundling and limit the amount of data transfer on LTE. We plan to investigate how bundling performs subject to this constraint in a separate study. Finally, while our methodology is general, our study focused on the two most popular Android phone models. We believe conclusions from our energy and performance analyses are indicative of typical smartphones today, and we are planning to expand our study to other phone/OS models.

The rest of our paper is organized as follows. First, we describe in Section 2 our methodology for enabling radio bundling, as well as our two implementations for traffic partitioning (optimal-throughput and MPTCP). Next in Section 3, we describe in detail our novel energy model for decomposing energy consumption between the CPU and network interfaces, and validate it using experimental measurements. In Section 4, we describe our data collection and dataset. This is followed by detailed analysis of performance and energy consumption in Sections 5 and 6. Finally, we describe related work in Section 7 and conclude (Section 8).

## 2. ENABLING & OPTIMIZING BUNDLING

Our goal is to empirically examine the performance of smartphone radio bundling at scale. In this section, we highlight the two key components of radio bundling, turning on both radios simultaneously and partitioning traffic between the two radios. We also describe our Android experimentations that evaluate radio bundling with different traffic partitioning approaches.

### 2.1 Turning on Both Radios

By default, modern smartphone operating systems (Android, iOS, and Windows Mobile) do not allow simultaneous use of cellular and WiFi networks. Even when the cellular connection is set to “always enabled,” a smartphone will always automatically stop forwarding data packets to the cellular interface when it establishes a WiFi connection.

Using Android phones, we overcome this restriction by leveraging a small set of undocumented Android APIs, i.e., core API calls implemented in the `ConnectivityManager` class. The key is an API call that forces the cellular network to remain on even after a WiFi connection is made. Using these APIs, we reconfigured the Android operating system to split the routing table and forward data traffic to both WiFi and cellular radio interfaces. Depending on which source IP address they use, packets are forwarded through either the WiFi interface or the cellular interface.

On top of this modification, we developed an Android application that enables bundling-based data transfers using parallel HTTP1 connections over both WiFi and LTE. We use the Apache HTTP Java library to open HTTP connections, since it allows us to specify a local network interface when opening an HTTP connection. We create two threads to manage the two parallel HTTP connections. To download (or upload) files concurrently on both interfaces, we set one local address to the cellular network IP and the other to the WiFi network IP. We partition HTTP downloads (or uploads) on the granularity of bytes, by specifying the start and end points of the requested segment in the HTTP header. To monitor each transfer, we also add an extra monitoring thread that continuously logs, every 100ms, LTE and WiFi signal strength, CPU frequency and usage; we also record downloaded (and uploaded) bytes by running two parallel `tcpdump` commands that listen to the two radio interfaces respectively. Later in §3 we show that these traces are used to project energy consumption of the data transfer.

### 2.2 Traffic Partitioning

The second component is partitioning data traffic between the two radio interfaces. This can be implemented as a stand-alone scheduler, or integrated into the transport protocol. In our experiments, we use the stand-alone scheduler to evaluate bundling with the optimal traffic partitioning that maximizes throughput, and compare it to MPTCP, which embeds traffic partitioning in TCP.

**Optimal.** The stand-alone scheduler determines the amount of data to transfer on each radio. The simplest approach is to equally partition the transfer amount between the two radios. But the data transfer ends when the weaker radio finishes its transmission. Instead, to maximize bundling throughput, an optimal sched-

1The majority of mobile applications and streaming services (e.g., YouTube and Netflix) use HTTP [22, 25].
aler should partition traffic such that both radios finish their assigned transfer at the same time.

Using the bundling application described in the above, we can emulate bundling with optimal traffic partitioning. Specifically, in each measurement we transfer a large chunk of data on each radio, and record the corresponding packet traces. We then “play-back” these traces based on the traffic partitioning algorithm till the total downloaded (or uploaded) bytes from both radios reaches the target transfer size. This play-back analysis enables us to identify, for each data transfer, the throughput (and delay) performance as well as the energy drain. We will discuss this further in §4.1.

**MPTCP.** An alternative is to integrate traffic partitioning into the transport layer protocol. Existing works [13, 23] have studied MPTCP [31] as a method to using multiple radios simultaneously. MPTCP is a transport layer protocol for multipath communications. It partitions data transfer on the fly by observing each radio’s buffer status. In §5 and §6 we compare the performance and energy of MPTCP to those of optimal bundling described in the above.

To do so, we must first port MPTCP to smartphones. While prior efforts have ported MPTCP to two Android phone models [3], both models are outdated and do not support LTE. Instead, we were able to port MPTCP to the popular Galaxy Note phone by configuring the phone to Android 4.0.4, Linux kernel 3.0.8 and instrumenting all the required changes to realize MPTCP. To support data transfer in MPTCP, we set up an HTTP server on port 8080 because cellular carriers (AT&T in our case) remove all TCP header options in MPTCP. We then repeated the process with both cores turned on. Table 2 in Appendix A shows the CPU power draw at 100% CPU utilization for both phones under a range of frequencies. Single-core results are shown with Core1 turned off.

To use the CPU model in data transfer experiments, we logged the frequencies of the two cores as well as each core’s utilization once every 100ms during data transfers. Then in post-processing, we predicted the CPU power over each 100ms time interval based on the logged CPU frequency and utilization, i.e. as the power draw at that frequency under 100% utilization weighted by its actual utilization. Finally, we summed up the energy consumed by the CPU in each 100ms bin to arrive at the total CPU energy consumption for the entire data transfer.

**WiFi and LTE Power Modeling.** WiFi and LTE interfaces have multiple power states (see Appendix A) and the power draw and duration at each state and state transitions are affected by the wireless signal strength in significant ways [15]. To develop signal-strength-aware WiFi and LTE power models for our phones, we followed the procedure in [15]. Specifically, in training the models, we connected the phone to the power meter and ran data transfer microbenchmarks. While the power meter collects the power profile, we also recorded the traffic via tcpdump alongside signal strength values via Android APIs as well as core frequencies and the CPU utilization. We varied the signal strength received by the phone by adjusting the distance between the phone and the AP for WiFi experiments and changing the location of the phone for LTE experiments. In post-processing, we synchronized the power profile from the power meter, tcpdump and signal strength traces. We derived the power draw by the radio interface(s) by subtracting the CPU power from the total power. We inferred the different power states of LTE and WiFi following the procedure in [21, 15] and derived the various parameters of the signal-strength-aware power state machine for each interface (see Appendix A).

To use the power models to estimate the power draw by different interfaces during data transfer experiments, we collected tcpdump data and signal strength traces on each interface during data transfers. Then in post-processing, we drove our power state machines

---

2In fact, the authors of [23] reported 17% error in power modeling.
using our tcpdump traces, and recorded the total energy consumed by each interface as it transitions between its power states.

### 3.3 Model Validation

We validated the above CPU/WiFi/LTE power models as follows. We use the same app as used in our measurement experiments to perform 0.5MB, 1MB, 2MB, 4MB, and 5MB data transfers, under WiFi only, LTE only, and bundling the two, respectively, at 10 random locations on the two measurement phones. During each download (or upload), the power meter is connected to the phone to read the actual power draw, and the CPU frequencies, tcpdump and signal strength traces are collected. We calculate the accuracy of the power models by comparing the predicted total energy drain against that of the power meter reading.

Table 1 shows the results for Galaxy S III phones. The results for Galaxy Note are similar and omitted. We observe that the average prediction errors vary between 4–8.1%, 1–8.1%, and 1.7–8.3%, under the three radio scenarios respectively.

### Difference from Existing Power Models.

Our power models for individual radios differ from those in [21]. One key cause is the difference in phones used in the measurement: [21] used an HTC phone (Qualcomm Snapdragon S2 MSM8655 SoC, Android 2.2.1 OS) while we use two newer models: Samsung Galaxy Note (Qualcomm Snapdragon S3 MSM8660 SoC, Android 4.0.4 OS) and Samsung Galaxy SIII (Snapdragon S4 MSM8960 SoC, Android 4.0.4 OS). The other cause is the newer LTE deployment. For example, an author of [21] has confirmed with us they now observe zero tail power for LTE on their HTC phone (which was 1000mW in [21]), same as in our LTE model (Table 3).

4. DATA COLLECTION

Before presenting the results of our throughput and energy analysis, we first describe the underlying data collection process that allow us to explore and compare radio bundling and selection efficiently. We then describe the resulting dataset used for our analysis.

#### 4.1 Efficient Data Collection

To evaluate radio bundling/selection, we seek to compare six different options in radio usage: LTE-only, WiFi-only, Best Radio [14] (i.e., using the better radio), Radio Switching [26], MPTCP, and Bundling (with optimal data partitioning).

To do so, we face two immediate challenges. First, we need to ensure a fair, consistent comparison across all six options. One might use six collocated smartphones, one for each option, to perform data transfer simultaneously. This, however, introduces local traffic contention in both LTE and WiFi networks that pollutes the results. An alternative is to sequentially test each option in isolation, which can also introduce discrepancy due to temporal variations in both signal quality and network traffic. Second, it is important to understand the impact of transfer file size, which has been shown to largely affect the MPTCP performance [23, 13]. Yet experimenting with individual file sizes is extremely time consuming and faces the same temporal discrepancy problem.

#### Coupling Measurements with Replay Analysis.

We address these challenges by combining sequential measurements with packet trace “replay” analysis. Specifically, we perform multiple rounds of data transfer experiments in each location. In each round of experiments, we configure the smartphones to operate in one of the three modes sequentially (“Bundling”, “MPTCP”, “single-radio”) and record detailed packet traces. For “single-radio” we use two identical and collocated smartphones, each with only one radio on and performing data transfer (download or upload) of size $x MB$ in total. For “MPTCP” we turn on both radios and perform data transfer of $x MB$ in total. For “Bundling” we turn on both radios and run our bundling application to download (or upload) $x MB$ on each individual radio. For our study, we chose $x = 5 MB$ so that the maximum transfer size is $5 MB$. For all the experiments, we observed that the three sequential experiments were separated by at most $5s$-10s. This time lag is small and thus the variation in network traffic condition should be small. We also examined signal strength variability during our experiments to confirm that signal strength patterns for both radio interfaces remained nearly identical across the three experiments.

Next, we perform “replay” analysis on the collected packet traces, from which we derive throughput and energy performance at varying transfer sizes. Given a target file transfer size $y$ ($y \leq 5 MB$), we identify the corresponding segment of packet traces by terminating the “replay” at the time point where the total transfer reaches $y$. Applying the same methodology, we characterize performance of radio switching [26] and radio selection [14] by determining the target file transfer size on each radio accordingly. For these two options, we consider their ideal realization that maximizes the average throughput. That is, we assume they all make the optimal decision on the choice of radio or traffic partitioning between the two radios. For Best Radio we compute the average throughput of WiFi-only and LTE-only and pick the radio with the better throughput. For Radio Switching we monitor the instantaneous throughput of both radios continuously to make the optimal switching decision. We use the switching overhead measured by [26].

#### 4.2 Dataset

Our efforts produced data transfer measurements at 63 outdoor locations in 5 US cities, Boston (MA), Chicago (IL), Lafayette (IN), Miami (FL), Santa Barbara (CA), between March and October 2013. Our experiments used two Android phones: Galaxy Note and Galaxy SIII. Among all the measurement locations, 32 locations were using Galaxy Note and 31 using Galaxy SIII. At each location, we performed 6 rounds of data transfer measurements, 3 for download and 3 for upload. This produced a total of 378 measurement instances where each instance contains the packet traces for all six radio usage options.

All measurement locations had LTE cellular services and public WiFi connections, i.e., outdoor malls, coffee shops and campus networks. We used the AT&T LTE network in all the experiments. While both phones support 802.11a/b/g/n in 2.4GHz and 5GHz, we found that all WiFi connections in our experiments used 802.11b/g/n in 2.4GHz. We performed all experiments with only our measurement applications running and no applications running in the background.

#### Representing RF conditions.

Our measurements at locations across multiple cities allow us to evaluate radio bundling/selection.

\[ \text{Average prediction error of total energy on Galaxy S III} \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transfer Size (MB)</th>
<th>0.5</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Error under WiFi</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
<td>7.2%</td>
<td>8.1%</td>
<td>5.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTE</td>
<td>7.6%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>8.1%</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bundling</td>
<td>7.0%</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
<td>8.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ \text{Table 1: Average prediction error of total energy on Galaxy S III} \]
under different RF conditions. We capture these conditions in terms of the relative quality of the two radios. That is, we compute the average throughput of WiFi and LTE, and define the relative quality as \( q = \frac{\text{Throughput}_{\text{WiFi}}}{\text{Throughput}_{\text{LTE}}} \). For example, \( q = 10^{-2} \) means that WiFi throughput is 100x weaker than LTE, and \( q = 10^2 \) means that WiFi is 100x faster than LTE in average.

Next, we perform detailed analysis on this dataset to understand the throughput and energy performance of radio bundling over radio selection and MPTCP.

### 5. THROUGHPUT ANALYSIS

We now present our analysis on bundling throughput. Our goal is to understand whether radio bundling provides large advantages in data throughput over radio selection, and if so, where the gain comes from. In addition, we also seek to identify whether today’s bundling implementation, i.e., MPTCP, can fulfill this potential.

#### Throughput (or Delay) Metrics.

For this, we evaluate the six radio usage options based on two throughput metrics. The first metric is average throughput, computed as the total transfer amount divided by the total transfer time. The second metric is tail throughput, computed as the bottom 10 percentile value of the instantaneous throughput during the data transfer, where the instantaneous throughput is computed every 100ms. Essentially, the average throughput directly reflects the overall download (or upload) delay, while the tail throughput reflects the maximum instantaneous throughput during which data transmission is disabled. As a reference, we also consider the switching delay, and found that Bundling still achieves up to 2x throughput gain.

Using the dataset described in §4, we compare the five radio usage options (LTE-only, WiFi-only, Best Radio, Radio Switching, MPTCP) to Bundling (with optimal data partitioning) in terms of the normalized ratio over Bundling:

\[
R_X = \frac{\text{Throughput}_X}{\text{Throughput}_{\text{Bundling}}},
\]

where \( X \) is one of the five options. As mentioned in §4, we apply sequential measurements with replay data analysis such that the comparison across different options is fair and consistent. We mix the results of the two smartphones as well as download and upload scenarios because they lead to the same pattern in \( R_X \).

#### 5.1 Bundling vs. Radio Selection

We first compare Bundling to static radio selection, i.e., LTE-only and WiFi-only, and online radio selection, i.e., Best Radio and Radio Switching. In Figure 1 we plot the \( R_X \) results against \( q \), the relative WiFi/LTE quality, for both the average and tail throughput. We have tested different data transfer sizes between 512K and 5MB, and found that they led to similar trends (discussed later in §5.3 and Figure 3). For brevity we only show the results for 5MB.

**Improvement over Static Radio Selection.** Figure 1(a) shows that in terms of average throughput, the \( R_X \) of the two static radio selection options are both strongly correlated with \( q \), i.e., \( R_{\text{LTE-only}} \approx \frac{1}{1+q} \) and \( R_{\text{WiFi-only}} \approx \frac{1}{1-q} \). This is because the throughput of Bundling is pretty much the sum of the LTE radio throughput and the WiFi throughput.

On the other hand, Figure 1(d) shows that in terms of tail throughput, the gain of Bundling is much more evident and displays a larger variance over \( q \). For example, the gain can reach more than 19x when LTE is 5-10x stronger than WiFi. This is because during data transfer, each individual radio often experiences temporal variations in signal quality, e.g., due to channel fading or interference. Even after averaging over 100ms, the corresponding “instantaneous” throughput trace can still contain deep holes. Bundling, on the other hand, can effectively suppress these deep holes by using both radios simultaneously.

**Improvement over Online Radio Selection.** For Best Radio that always picks the stronger radio for data transfer, the \( R_X \) of average throughput is the upper bound of WiFi-only and LTE-only: \( R_X \approx \max\left(\frac{1}{1+q}, \frac{1}{1-q}\right) \). In this case, Bundling is the most beneficial (i.e., with 2x throughput gain) when the two radios have similar throughput (\( q = 1 \)). In terms of tail throughput, the gain of Bundling can be significant (>10x) regardless of \( q \). This is because Best Radio still uses the same radio for the entire data transfer who can experience deep fades over time.

When it comes to Radio Switching which selects the stronger radio on the fly, the gain of Bundling can reach 5x for average throughput and 10x for tail throughput (see Figure 1(b)(c)). This is somewhat surprising since Radio Switching should perform better than Best Radio. We found that this is due to the overhead of Radio Switching. As shown by [26], the minimum time to switch from cellular to WiFi is 1212ms and from WiFi to cellular 196ms, during which data transmission is disabled. As a reference, we also compared Bundling to instantaneous Radio Switching, i.e., zero switching delay, and found that Bundling still achieves up to 2x throughput gain.
Source of Bundling Gain. Our results show that radio Bundling can significantly boost smartphone throughput. Next we dig deeper in our results to understand the key triggers for such improvement. Specifically, we seek to understand whether Bundling can fully utilize both radios. One concern is that Bundling could negatively affect the performance of each single radio, e.g. due to CPU competition or radio interference.

To answer this question, we compare each radio’s individual throughput with and without bundling using our measurements on WiFi-only, LTE-only and Bundling. Our results (omitted for brevity) confirm that for both WiFi and LTE radios, throughput remains similar with and without bundling. This shows that at least for two popular Android phones [5, 6], bundling LTE and WiFi radios does not negatively impact each radio’s performance. That is, the throughput achieved by Bundling is the sum of each radio’s throughput operating in isolation.

We suspect that the observed radio independence is due to two factors. First, the carrier frequencies of LTE (700/1700MHz) and WiFi (2.4GHz) are widely separated, so the two co-located radios do not physically interfere with each other. Second, modern smartphones have two CPU cores, and multi-threaded applications such as our bundling application minimize CPU contention by spreading load across cores. We confirm this via observing the CPU utilization on the two cores (Core 0 and Core 1) of Galaxy Note and Galaxy SIII phones. Specifically, we observe that for all the experiments without bundling, Core 0 is utilized while Core 1 is rarely used. Yet during bundling, Core 1’s utilization increases largely while that of Core 0 remains unaffected.

5.2 Bundling vs. MPTCP

Figure 1(c) and (f) compare MPTCP to Bundling with optimal traffic partitioning. In terms of average throughput, MPTCP is able to achieve 40%-85% of the optimal bundling performance. The gap is slightly larger for tail throughput. A more detailed analysis on the traces reveals that the performance gap is mostly caused by the fact that MPTCP often “sacrifices” its throughput to maintain fairness between MPTCP and non-MPTCP clients. For example, if one radio path becomes congested, MPTCP immediately lowers the data transfer on this path more than that of conventional TCP designs. Thus, the current MPTCP design is unable to fully utilize both radios during bundling.

We also observe that compared to radio selection, MPTCP is insensitive to the relative RF condition between WiFi and LTE. This comes from the fact that MPTCP can utilize two radios simultaneously that compensate each other during deep fades. However, when the difference between LTE and WiFi radios is large (q < 10^{-1} and q > 10^{1}), online radio selection outperforms MPTCP largely. This is partially because our online radio selection assumes optimal choice of radio to use while MPTCP uses a sub-optimal traffic partitioning algorithm.

Importance of Traffic Partitioning. To further understand the impact of traffic partitioning on Bundling performance, we repeat our analysis using three sub-optimal traffic partitioning algorithms:

- Even: It simply partitions the data transfer into two equal parts, one for each radio.
- Naive: It first sends a small amount of data, e.g. 100KB on the two radios to estimate their throughputs. It then partitions data based on the ratio of the two throughput values.
- Noisy: It assumes a noisy estimate of the average throughput for each radio over time, and uses this metric to estimate the transfer amount for each interface. For this, we add zero-mean Gaussian noise on the actual average throughput and set its standard deviation to be 2% (and 50%) of the actual average throughput.

Figure 2 compares the above algorithms and MPTCP to the Bundling with optimal traffic partitioning. We make three key observations. First, algorithms like “even” that do not consider the current radio quality perform poorly. In fact it is often worse than single radio methods. Second, bundling performance is sensitive to errors in projecting each radio’s throughput. Among Naive, Noisy-2% and Noisy-50%, Naive performs the worst because it uses the instantaneous throughput measured in the first 400-600ms to estimate the average throughput over time, leading to the largest prediction error. For 90% of the measurement instances, Noisy-2% achieves at least 85% of the optimal bundling throughput, while Noisy-50% achieves at least 70%. This again demonstrates the importance of accurate throughput estimation in implementing bundling. Finally, by partitioning traffic on the fly based on buffer status, MPTCP lies in between Naive and Noisy-50%. Thus, there is definitely room for further improvement.

5.3 Impact of Data Transfer Size

We also carry out our throughput analysis under transfer data size between 512KB to 5MB. We chose these file sizes because recent measurement studies have shown that smartphone traffic is dominated by large media flows that consist of data chunks of 1MB or larger [22]. For example, typical YouTube files are divided in blocks of size 512KB, while Netflix transfers blocks of either 1.8MB or 5.2MB in size [12].

Figure 3 plots, for the five transfer sizes between 512KB and 5MB, the CDF of Rx (for average throughput) across all measurement instances. We observe similar trends in tail throughput and omit the results for brevity. For both MPTCP and the four configurations of radio selection, the statistics of Rx remain consistent across all transfer sizes. The values of Rx are slightly higher for 512KB and 1MB transfers, but quickly converge as the transfer size grows. This is mostly because TCP slow start prevents the bundling link to be fully utilized and the effect is more visible for small transfers.

5.4 Summary of Results

Overall, our results indicate that the gain of radio Bundling over radio selection and MPTCP is consistent across transfer sizes above 512KB. Thus, Bundling, with optimal traffic partitioning, can consistently boost throughput for most smartphone media applications that demand high throughput. The bundling gain comes from two factors, radio independence, i.e. the LTE and WiFi operate independently from each other, and optimal traffic partitioning that accurately projects radio throughput over time to fully utilize both radios.
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Figure 3: CDF of the ratio of throughput over Bundling $R_x$ for option $X$ (LTE-only, WiFi-only, Radio Switching, Best Radio, and MPTCP) for five different file sizes: 0.5MB, 1MB, 2MB, 4MB, 5MB.

Figure 4: A sample plot of power draw of Bundling, LTE-only and WiFi-only in terms of WiFi radio, LTE radio and CPU for a random measurement location while downloading/uploading 5MB. We stack the power draw of the three components to illustrate both the individual contributions and the total power draw value during each transfer. The spikes of LTE and WiFi energy tails do not appear in these figures because they were averaged out in each 100ms interval.

6. ENERGY ANALYSIS

Our measurements in §5 show that bundling LTE and WiFi ra-

dios can largely boost smartphone throughput. Yet one may wonder whether such improvement comes with a heavy cost in energy con-

sumed by activating one additional radio. In this section, we perform a detailed analysis of energy consumption on radio bundling using the energy model described in §3. Different from existing models [21, 23], our model separates the energy consumed by CPU and WiFi/LTE radios. This not only improves accuracy of energy estimation (error rate < 8% compared to 17% in [23]), but also allows fine-grained analysis of radio bundling and selection.

We present results on both instantaneous power draw and total

ergy draw per transfer for five radio usage options: LTE-only, WiFi-only, Best Radio, MPTCP, and Bundling (with optimal data partitioning). We are unable to examine Radio Switching because there is no available implementation for real-time switching between LTE and WiFi7. We leave this to future work. The logging needed for energy estimation was collected along with all the throughput measurements.

6.1 Componentized Power Draw

To provide context for our discussion on the total energy con-

sumption per transfer, we first study how different smartphone com-

ponents contribute to energy consumption. Using the energy pro-

file described in §3, we break down energy consumption into three

major components related to bundling: WiFi radio, LTE radio and

CPU. We then extract the instantaneous power draw (energy con-

sumption in each 100ms slot) per component during each data trans-

fer. We do not include any result on screen energy cost since the
data transfer can be done with screen on or off. Figure 4 presents a sample power draw result for bundling with optimal traffic partitioning, LTE-only and WiFi-only, obtained by transferring 5MB data using a Galaxy Note phone at a randomly chosen location.

Next we analyze the three components in details.

7To the best of our knowledge, the Android version of radio switching [26] only applies to 3G/WiFi and is not available publically.
MPTCP, 23% for Bundling, and rises to 60% for WiFi-only, while the maximum value can reach 80% for WiFi-only. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first field measurement over many locations that shows data transfers can consume significant CPU energy, using popular multi-core smartphones. More importantly, our result shows that an accurate energy model must not ignore the CPU contribution.

We also observe that Bundling’s CPU power draw is approximately the sum of those of WiFi-only and LTE-only. This can be explained by our measurements on CPU utilization (in §5.1). When only a single radio is active, CPU Core 0 is utilized while Core 1 is rarely used. During Bundling, Core 1 becomes active while Core 0’s utilization remains unaffected.

Radio Energy Tail. Both LTE and WiFi radios stay in moderate power state for a period of time after the data transfer finishes [29]. This is the tail state and lasts 1s for LTE and 210ms for WiFi [21]. The power draw displays sudden spikes (of length 40ms) during the tail state. They are averaged out by the 100ms display interval and thus not visible in Figure 4.

As shown by Figure 5(c), our key finding here is that the energy contribution of these tails, especially the LTE tail, depends on transfer size. For small files (<1MB), the LTE tail contributes to up to 60% of energy in the bundling mode (with a median of 25-35%). As the data size increases, the contribution reduces to no more than 30% (with a median of 10%)\(^8\).

6.2 Energy Consumption per Transfer

Next we study the total energy consumption of a data transfer, by first comparing Bundling to radio selection and then to MPTCP. We use the metric of the normalized energy cost of Bundling over non-Bundling:

\[
\text{Cost}_X = \frac{\text{ENERGY}_{\text{Bundling}}}{\text{ENERGY}_X}
\]

where \(X\) is a non-Bundling strategy. If \(\text{Cost}_X > 1\), then Bundling consumes more energy than strategy \(X\).

Bundling vs. Radio Selection. Figure 6(a)(b) plot the value of \(\text{Cost}_X\) vs. the ratio of WiFi and LTE average throughput, for 5MB transfers. Later we will show the impact of transfer size in

\(8\)As discussed in §3, this result, coming from the new LTE deployment, differs from [21] which observed a much larger energy tail.

Figure 7. We mix the results of the two phones as well as download and upload scenarios since they are similar.

We make three key observations. First, Bundling consumes less energy compared with LTE-only, despite turning on the extra WiFi radio. This is because Bundling improves the transfer throughput so that the transfer ends earlier. As a result, the energy saving due to reduced transmission time compensates the extra power draw of the WiFi radio. To further illustrate this, we plot in Figure 8 Bundling’s energy cost as a function of its throughput gain (inverse of the throughput ratio \(R_X\) defined in §5). We see that in general the energy cost scales inversely with the throughput gain.

Second, compared to WiFi-only, Bundling’s energy cost fluctuates around 1 when the WiFi-radio is weaker, but increases to more than 2 when the WiFi radio achieves higher throughput than the LTE radio. Again this is due to the fact that Bundling’s throughput gain over WiFi-only is higher when WiFi is weaker. The resulting shortened transfer time effectively reduces energy drain despite the fact that Bundling turns on the energy-hungry LTE radio (Figure 8).

Finally, the energy cost over Best Radio follows a bimodal curve: it equals to the cost over LTE-only when the WiFi radio is weak and jumps to that of WiFi-only once the WiFi radio becomes stronger than the LTE radio.

Overall, these results show that the energy consumption of radio Bundling is on par with that of radio selection. Although Bundling uses an extra radio and thus consumes more power draw (radio+CPU), its throughput improvement reduces data transfer time and effectively compensates the increase in power draw.

Bundling vs. MPTCP. Next we compare the energy consumption of optimal Bundling and MPTCP. We note that by partitioning traffic at the transport layer, MPTCP only uses one HTTP connection while optimal Bundling uses two parallel HTTP connections, one for each radio.

Figure 6(c) plots the Bundling energy cost over MPTCP for 5MB data download. Interestingly, the value fluctuates between 0.4 and 1.6, indicating that MPTCP can sometimes save energy! This is unexpected since our throughput results in §5 show that Bundling always outperforms MPTCP in throughput, so MPTCP must run longer to complete the transfer. After studying the energy traces carefully, we find that the key cause is that Bundling consumes more CPU energy by maintaining two parallel HTTP connections with two threads, which activates two CPU cores. MPTCP, on the
ever, we believe that insights from our study will be valuable in designing energy-efficient bundling. How-
Table 2: Dual-core CPU power model for Galaxy Note and Galaxy SIII, sampled on 6 frequencies for each core. The unit of power is mW.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (Hz)</th>
<th>Core0 (Mhz)</th>
<th>Core1 (Mhz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>384 594 810</td>
<td>1026 1242 1512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>384</td>
<td>263 363 440</td>
<td>577 677 907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>594</td>
<td>322 366 492</td>
<td>629 655 966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>810</td>
<td>777 574 629</td>
<td>710 729 1043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1026</td>
<td>562 670 759</td>
<td>810 847 1132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1242</td>
<td>781 903 958</td>
<td>1051 1112 1262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1512</td>
<td>781 1117 1177</td>
<td>1269 1354 1476</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Parameters of signal-strength-aware power models for WiFi and LTE on Galaxy Note and SIII. The unit of Tx/Rx/Tail power is mW.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (Hz)</th>
<th>Galaxy Note</th>
<th>Galaxy SIII</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Core0 (Mhz)</td>
<td>Core1 (Mhz)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>384</td>
<td>296 744 766</td>
<td>818 873 1047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>594</td>
<td>359 766 814</td>
<td>866 921 1036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>810</td>
<td>411 818 866</td>
<td>918 973 1080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1026</td>
<td>455 873 921</td>
<td>977 1029 1136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1242</td>
<td>555 981 1029</td>
<td>1084 1140 1199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1512</td>
<td>633 1062 1106</td>
<td>1158 1221 1273</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we reassess the relationship between energy consumption and performance in smartphone radio bundling scenarios. Instead of bundling with MPTCP, we study the more general problem of maximal performance gain in ideal scenarios. Results show that MPTCP achieves only a portion of the total performance possible. We build an accurate componentized power model that identifies the significant role mobile CPUs play in energy usage.

There are two key takeaways from our study. First, an energy-agnostic MPTCP achieves only a fraction of the possible performance gains in a radio bundling scenario. Second, given our insights into the role of CPU in power consumption, there is ample room for a new bundling protocol that provides a better tradeoff between performance and energy usage.
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Appendix A: Details of Power Models

Dual-Core CPU Power Model. Table 2 shows the power model for the dual-core CPUs on the two phones used in our study, i.e., the power draw when the two cores are at different combinations of frequencies, derived by following the procedure described in §3.

LTE and WiFi Power Models. The LTE interface on smartphones has four power states. The power states and their transitions are shown in Figure 9(a): (1) IDLE: The interface is in idle states when the User Equipment (UE) does not send or receive any data. It consumes little power and periodically wakes up to check whether there are incoming data buffered at the network. (2) CR: When the UE sends or receives any data, the interface enters the Continuous Reception (CR) state and consumes high power. (3) Short DRX: After the UE finishes data transfer and becomes idle for 200ms, the interface enters the Short DRX state, consumes little power but wakes up frequently to check for incoming traffic. (4) Long DRX: The interface enters this state after staying in Short DRX for 400ms without receiving any data. Long DRX is similar to Short DRX except that the wakeup interval becomes longer. Finally, if the UE stays in Long DRX for 11s without receiving any data, the interface returns to the IDLE state; otherwise, any data transfer in Short or Long DRX states will trigger the interface to enter the CR state.

Figure 10 plots the LTE power states on Galaxy SIII in a 100KB download under good signal strength (-90dBm). The WiFi interface also has four power states: Tx, Rx, Tail, and Idle (Figure 9(b)). The interface is in the Idle state when there is no traffic, and enters the Tx (Rx) state when it starts sending (receiving) data. After data transfer, the interface stays in the Tail state for 210ms before returning to the Idle state. The interface consumes very little power in the Idle state, moderate power in the Short DRX state for 210ms before returning to the Idle state. The interface consumes high power in the Tail state for 1100ms. The duration of WiFi tail for both phones is 210ms.

Figure 9: WiFi and LTE state machines for Galaxy Note and SIII.

Figure 10: LTE Power States on Galaxy SIII.
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